Introduction And Background
Medical and clinical research can be classified in many different ways. Probably, most people are familiar with basic (laboratory) research, clinical research, healthcare (services) research, health systems (policy) research, and educational research. Clinical research in this review refers to scientific research related to clinical practices. There are many ways a clinical research's findings can become invalid or less impactful including ignorance of previous similar studies, a paucity of similar studies, poor study design and implementation, low test agent efficacy, no predetermined statistical analysis, insufficient reporting, bias, and conflicts of interest [1] [2] [3] [4] . Scientific, ethical, and moral decadence among researchers can be due to incognizant criteria in academic promotion and remuneration and too many forced studies by amateurs and students for the sake of research without adequate training or guidance [2, [5] [6] . This article will review the proper methods to conduct medical research from the planning stage to submission for publication ( Table 1) . Epidemiologic studies in clinical and medical fields focus on the effect of a determinant on an outcome [7] . Measurement errors that happen systematically give rise to biases leading to invalid study results, whereas random measurement errors will cause imprecise reporting of effects. Precision can usually be increased with an increased sample size provided biases are avoided or trivialized. Otherwise, the increased precision will aggravate the biases. Because epidemiologic, clinical research focuses on measurement, measurement errors are addressed throughout the research process. Obtaining the most accurate estimate of a treatment effect constitutes the whole business of epidemiologic research in clinical practice. This is greatly facilitated by clinical expertise and current scientific knowledge of the research topic. Current scientific knowledge is acquired through literature reviews or in collaboration with an expert clinician. Collaboration and consultation with an expert clinician should also include input from the target population to confirm the relevance of the research question. The novelty of a research topic is less important than the clinical applicability of the topic. Researchers need to acquire appropriate writing and reporting skills from the beginning of their careers, and these skills should improve with persistent use and regular reviewing of published journal articles. A published clinical research study stands on solid scientific ground to inform clinical practice given the article has passed through proper peer-reviews, revision, and content improvement.
Review Systematic literature reviews
Systematic literature reviews of published papers will inform authors of the existing clinical evidence on a research topic. This is an important step to reduce wasted efforts and evaluate the planned study [8] . Conducting a systematic literature review is a well-known important step before embarking on a new study [9] . A rigorously performed and cautiously interpreted systematic review that includes in-process trials can inform researchers of several factors [10] .
Reviewing the literature will inform the choice of recruitment methods, outcome measures, questionnaires, intervention details, and statistical strategies -useful information to increase the study's relevance, value, and power. A good review of previous studies will also provide evidence of the effects of an intervention that may or may not be worthwhile; this would suggest either no further studies are warranted or that further study of the intervention is needed. A review can also inform whether a larger and better study is preferable to an additional small study. Reviews of previously published work may yield few studies or lowquality evidence from small or poorly designed studies on certain intervention or observation; this may encourage or discourage further research or prompt consideration of a first clinical trial.
Conceptual framework
The result of a literature review should include identifying a working conceptual framework to clarify the nature of the research problem, questions, and designs, and even guide the latter discussion of the findings and development of possible solutions. Conceptual frameworks represent ways of thinking about a problem or how complex things work the way they do [11] . Different frameworks will emphasize different variables and outcomes, and their interrelatedness. Each framework highlights or emphasizes different aspects of a problem or research question. Often, any single conceptual framework presents only a partial view of reality [11] . Furthermore, each framework magnifies certain elements of the problem. Therefore, a thorough literature search is warranted for authors to avoid repeating the same research endeavors or mistakes. It may also help them find relevant conceptual frameworks including those that are outside one's specialty or system.
Conceptual frameworks can come from theories with well-organized principles and propositions that have been confirmed by observations or experiments. Conceptual frameworks can also come from models derived from theories, observations or sets of concepts or even evidence-based best practices derived from past studies [11] .
Researchers convey their assumptions of the associations of the variables explicitly in the conceptual framework to connect the research to the literature. After selecting a single conceptual framework or a combination of a few frameworks, a clinical study can be completed in two fundamental steps: study design and study report. Three study designs should be planned in sequence and iterated until satisfaction: the theoretical design, data collection design, and statistical analysis design [7] .
Study designs

Theoretical Design
Theoretical design is the next important step in the research process after a literature review and conceptual framework identification. While the theoretical design is a crucial step in research planning, it is often dealt with lightly because of the more alluring second step (data collection design). In the theoretical design phase, a research question is designed to address a clinical problem, which involves an informed understanding based on the literature review and effective collaboration with the right experts and clinicians. A well-developed research question will have an initial hypothesis of the possible relationship between the explanatory variable/exposure and the outcome. This will inform the nature of the study design, be it qualitative or quantitative, primary or secondary, and non-causal or causal ( Figure 1 ).
FIGURE 1: Fundamental classification of clinical studies
A study is qualitative if the research question aims to explore, understand, describe, discover or generate reasons underlying certain phenomena. Qualitative studies usually focus on a process to determine how and why things happen [12] . Quantitative studies use deductive reasoning, and numerical statistical quantification of the association between groups on data often gathered during experiments [13] . A primary clinical study is an original study gathering a new set of patient-level data. Secondary research draws on the existing available data and pooling them into a larger database to generate a wider perspective or a more powerful conclusion. Non-causal or descriptive research aims to identify the determinants or associated factors for the outcome or health condition, without regard for causal relationships. Causal research is an exploration of the determinants of an outcome while mitigating confounding variables. Table 2 shows examples of non-causal (e.g., diagnostic and prognostic) and causal (e.g., intervention and etiologic) clinical studies. Concordance between the research question, its aim, and the choice of theoretical design will provide a strong foundation and the right direction for the research process and path. For non-causal research, Outcome = f (D1, D2…Dn) For causal research, Outcome = f (D | ED)
Research
A fine research question is composed of at least three components: 1) an outcome or a health condition, 2) determinant/s or associated factors to the outcome, and 3) the domain. The outcome and the determinants have to be clearly conceptualized and operationalized as measurable variables (Table 3 ; PICOT [14] and FINER [15] ). The study domain is the theoretical source population from which the study population will be sampled, similar to the wording on a drug package insert that reads, "use this medication (study results) in people with this disease" [7] . The interpretation of study results as they apply to wider populations is known as generalization, and generalization can either be statistical or made using scientific inferences [16] . Generalization supported by statistical inferences is seen in studies on disease prevalence where the sample population is representative of the source population. By contrast, generalizations made using scientific inferences are not bound by the representativeness of the sample in the study; rather, the generalization should be plausible from the underlying scientific mechanisms as long as the study design is valid and nonbiased. Scientific inferences and generalizations are usually the aims of causal studies.
Confounding: Confounding is a situation where true effects are obscured or confused [7, 16] . Confounding variables or confounders affect the validity of a study's outcomes and should be prevented or mitigated in the planning stages and further managed in the analytical stages. Confounders are also known as extraneous determinants in epidemiology due to their inherent and simultaneous relationships to both the determinant and outcome (Figure 2 ), which are usually one-determinant-to-one outcome in causal clinical studies. The known confounders are also called observed confounders. These can be minimized using randomization, restriction, or a matching strategy. Residual confounding has occurred in a causal relationship when identified confounders were not measured accurately. Unobserved confounding occurs when the confounding effect is present as a variable or factor not observed or yet defined and, thus, not measured in the study. Age and gender are almost universal confounders followed by ethnicity and socio-economic status.
FIGURE 2: The confounders in a causal relationship
Confounders have three main characteristics. They are a potential risk factor for the disease, associated with the determinant of interest, and should not be an intermediate variable between the determinant and the outcome or a precursor to the determinant. For example, a sedentary lifestyle is a cause for acute coronary syndrome (ACS), and smoking could be a confounder but not cardiorespiratory unfitness (which is an intermediate factor between a sedentary lifestyle and ACS). For patients with ACS, not having a pair of sports shoes is not a confounder -it is a correlate for the sedentary lifestyle. Similarly, depression would be a precursor, not a confounder.
Sample size consideration: Sample size calculation provides the required number of participants to be recruited in a new study to detect true differences in the target population if they exist. Sample size calculation is based on three facets: an estimated difference in group sizes, the probability of α (Type I) and β (Type II) errors chosen based on the nature of the treatment or intervention, and the estimated variability (interval data) or proportion of the outcome (nominal data) [17] [18] . The clinically important effect sizes are determined based on expert consensus or patients' perception of benefit. Value and economic consideration have increasingly been included in sample size estimations. Sample size and the degree to which the sample represents the target population affect the accuracy and generalization of a study's reported effects.
Pilot study: Pilot studies assess the feasibility of the proposed research procedures on small sample size. Pilot studies test the efficiency of participant recruitment with minimal practice or service interruptions. Pilot studies should not be conducted to obtain a projected effect size for a larger study population because, in a typical pilot study, the sample size is small, leading to a large standard error of that effect size. This leads to bias when projected for a large population. In the case of underestimation, this could lead to inappropriately terminating the full-scale study. As the small pilot study is equally prone to bias of overestimation of the effect size, this would lead to an underpowered study and a failed full-scale study [19] .
The Design of Data Collection
The "perfect" study design in the theoretical phase now faces the practical and realistic challenges of feasibility. This is the step where different methods for data collection are considered, with one selected as the most appropriate based on the theoretical design along with feasibility and efficiency. The goal of this stage is to achieve the highest possible validity with the lowest risk of biases given available resources and existing constraints.
In causal research, data on the outcome and determinants are collected with utmost accuracy via a strict protocol to maximize validity and precision. The validity of an instrument is defined as the degree of fidelity of the instrument, measuring what it is intended to measure, that is, the results of the measurement correlate with the true state of an occurrence. Another widely used word for validity is accuracy. Internal validity refers to the degree of accuracy of a study's results to its own study sample. Internal validity is influenced by the study designs, whereas the external validity refers to the applicability of a study's result in other populations. External validity is also known as generalizability and expresses the validity of assuming the similarity and comparability between the study population and the other populations. Reliability of an instrument denotes the extent of agreeableness of the results of repeated measurements of an occurrence by that instrument at a different time, by different investigators or in a different setting. Other terms that are used for reliability include reproducibility and precision.
Preventing confounders by identifying and including them in data collection will allow statistical adjustment in the later analyses. In descriptive research, outcomes must be confirmed with a referent standard, and the determinants should be as valid as those found in real clinical practice.
Common designs for data collection include cross-sectional, case-control, cohort, and randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Many other modern epidemiology study designs are based on these classical study designs such as nested case-control, case-crossover, case-control without control, and stepwise wedge clustered RCTs. A cross-sectional study is typically a snapshot of the study population, and an RCT is almost always a prospective study. Casecontrol and cohort studies can be retrospective or prospective in data collection. The nested case-control design differs from the traditional case-control design in that it is "nested" in a well-defined cohort from which information on the cohorts can be obtained. This design also satisfies the assumption that cases and controls represent random samples of the same study base. Table 4 provides examples of these data collection designs.
Data Collection
Designs Study Title
Cross-sectional
The National Health and Morbidity Survey (NHMS)
The Additional aspects in data collection: No single design of data collection for any research question as stated in the theoretical design will be perfect in actual conduct. This is because of myriad issues facing the investigators such as the dynamic clinical practices, constraints of time and budget, the urgency for an answer to the research question, and the ethical integrity of the proposed experiment. Therefore, feasibility and efficiency without sacrificing validity and precision are important considerations in data collection design. Therefore, data collection design requires additional consideration in the following three aspects: experimental/non-experimental, sampling, and timing [7] :
Experimental or non-experimental: Non-experimental research (i.e., "observational"), in contrast to experimental, involves data collection of the study participants in their natural or real-world environments. Non-experimental researches are usually the diagnostic and prognostic studies with cross-sectional in data collection. The pinnacle of non-experimental research is the comparative effectiveness study, which is grouped with other non-experimental study designs such as cross-sectional, case-control, and cohort studies [20] . It is also known as the benchmarking-controlled trials because of the element of peer comparison (using comparable groups) in interpreting the outcome effects [20] . Experimental study designs are characterized by an intervention on a selected group of the study population in a controlled environment, and often in the presence of a similar group of the study population to act as a comparison group who receive no intervention (i.e., the control group). Thus, the widely known RCT is classified as an experimental design in data collection. An experimental study design without randomization is referred to as a quasi-experimental study. Experimental studies try to determine the efficacy of a new intervention on a specified population. Table 5 presents the advantages and disadvantages of experimental and non-experimental studies [21] . Once an intervention yields a proven effect in an experimental study, non-experimental and quasi-experimental studies can be used to determine the intervention's effect in a wider population and within real-world settings and clinical practices. Pragmatic or comparative effectiveness are the usual designs used for data collection in these situations [22] .
Non-experimental Experimental
Sampling/census: Census is a data collection on the whole source population (i.e., the study population is the source population). This is possible when the defined population is restricted to a given geographical area. A cohort study uses the census method in data collection. An ecologic study is a cohort study that collects summary measures of the study population instead of individual patient data. However, many studies sample from the source population and infer the results of the study to the source population for feasibility and efficiency because adequate sampling provides similar results to the census of the whole population. Important aspects of sampling in research planning are sample size and representation of the population. Sample size calculation accounts for the number of participants needed to be in the study to discover the actual association between the determinant and outcome. Sample size calculation relies on the primary objective or outcome of interest and is informed by the estimated possible differences or effect size from previous similar studies. Therefore, the sample size is a scientific estimation for the design of the planned study.
A sampling of participants or cases in a study can represent the study population and the larger population of patients in that disease space, but only in prevalence, diagnostic, and prognostic studies. Etiologic and interventional studies do not share this same level of representation. A cross-sectional study design is common for determining disease prevalence in the population.
Cross-sectional studies can also determine the referent ranges of variables in the population and measure change over time (e.g., repeated cross-sectional studies). Besides being cost-and time-efficient, cross-sectional studies have no loss to follow-up; recall bias; learning effect on the participant; or variability over time in equipment, measurement, and technician. A crosssectional design for an etiologic study is possible when the determinants do not change with time (e.g., gender, ethnicity, genetic traits, and blood groups).
In etiologic research, comparability between the exposed and the non-exposed groups is more important than sample representation. Comparability between these two groups will provide an accurate estimate of the effect of the exposure (risk factor) on the outcome (disease) and enable valid inference of the causal relation to the domain (the theoretical population). In a casecontrol study, a sampling of the control group should be taken from the same study population (study base), have similar profiles to the cases (matching) but do not have the outcome seen in the cases. Matching important factors minimizes the confounding of the factors and increases statistical efficiency by ensuring similar numbers of cases and controls in confounders' strata [23] [24] . Nonetheless, perfect matching is neither necessary nor achievable in a case-control study because a partial match could achieve most of the benefits of the perfect match regarding a more precise estimate of odds ratio than statistical control of confounding in unmatched designs [25] [26] . Moreover, perfect or full matching can lead to an underestimation of the point estimates [27] [28] .
Time feature: The timing of data collection for the determinant and outcome characterizes the types of studies. A cross-sectional study has the axis of time zero (T = 0) for both the determinant and the outcome, which separates it from all other types of research that have time for the outcome T > 0. Retrospective or prospective studies refer to the direction of data collection. In retrospective studies, information on the determinant and outcome have been collected or recorded before. In prospective studies, this information will be collected in the future. These terms should not be used to describe the relationship between the determinant and the outcome in etiologic studies. Time of exposure to the determinant, the time of induction, and the time at risk for the outcome are important aspects to understand. Time at risk is the period of time exposed to the determinant risk factors. Time of induction is the time from the sufficient exposure to the risk or causal factors to the occurrence of a disease. The latent period is when the occurrence of a disease without manifestation of the disease such as in "silence" diseases for example cancers, hypertension and type 2 diabetes mellitus which is detected from screening practices. Figure 3 illustrates the time features of a variable. Variable timing is important for accurate data capture.
FIGURE 3: The time features of a variable
The Design of Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of epidemiologic data provides the estimate of effects after correcting for biases (e.g., confounding factors) measures the variability in the data from random errors or chance [7, 16, 29] . An effect estimate gives the size of an association between the studied variables or the level of effectiveness of an intervention. This quantitative result allows for comparison and assessment of the usefulness and significance of the association or the intervention between studies. This significance must be interpreted with a statistical model and an appropriate study design. Random errors could arise in the study resulting from unexplained personal choices by the participants. Random error is, therefore, when values or units of measurement between variables change in non-concerted or non-directional manner. Conversely, when these values or units of measurement between variables change in a concerted or directional manner, we note a significant relationship as shown by statistical significance.
Variability: Researchers almost always collect the needed data through a sampling of subjects/participants from a population instead of a census. The process of sampling or multiple sampling in different geographical regions or over different periods contributes to varied information due to the random inclusion of different participants and chance occurrence. This sampling variation becomes the focus of statistics when communicating the degree and intensity of variation in the sampled data and the level of inference in the population. Sampling variation can be influenced profoundly by the total number of participants and the width of differences of the measured variable (standard deviation). Hence, the characteristics of the participants, measurements and sample size are all important factors in planning a study.
Statistical strategy: Statistical strategy is usually determined based on the theoretical and data collection designs. Use of a prespecified statistical strategy (including the decision to dichotomize any continuous data at certain cut-points, sub-group analysis or sensitive analyses) is recommended in the study proposal (i.e., protocol) to prevent data dredging and data-driven reports that predispose to bias. The nature of the study hypothesis also dictates whether directional (one-tailed) or non-directional (two-tailed) significance tests are conducted. In most studies, two-sided tests are used except in specific instances when unidirectional hypotheses may be appropriate (e.g., in superiority or non-inferiority trials). While data exploration is discouraged, epidemiological research is, by nature of its objectives, statistical research. Hence, it is acceptable to report the presence of persistent associations between any variables with plausible underlying mechanisms during the exploration of the data. The statistical methods used to produce the results should be explicitly explained. Many different statistical tests are used to handle various kinds of data appropriately (e.g., interval vs discrete), and/or the various distribution of the data (e.g., normally distributed or skewed). For additional details on statistical explanations and underlying concepts of statistical tests, readers are recommended the references as cited in this sentence [30] [31] .
Steps in statistical analyses: Statistical analysis begins with checking for data entry errors. Duplicates are eliminated, and proper units should be confirmed. Extremely low, high or suspicious values are confirmed from the source data again. If this is not possible, this is better classified as a missing value. However, if the unverified suspicious data are not obviously wrong, they should be further examined as an outlier in the analysis. The data checking and cleaning enables the analyst to establish a connection with the raw data and to anticipate possible results from further analyses. This initial step involves descriptive statistics that analyze central tendency (i.e., mode, median, and mean) and dispersion (i.e., (minimum, maximum, range, quartiles, absolute deviation, variance, and standard deviation) of the data.
Certain graphical plotting such as scatter plot, a box-whiskers plot, histogram or normal Q-Q plot are helpful at this stage to verify data normality in distribution. See Figure 4 for the statistical tests available for analyses of different types of data.
FIGURE 4: Statistical tests available for analyses of different types of data
Once data characteristics are ascertained, further statistical tests are selected. The analytical strategy sometimes involves the transformation of the data distribution for the selected tests (e.g., log, natural log, exponential, quadratic) or for checking the robustness of the association between the determinants and their outcomes. This step is also referred to as inferential statistics whereby the results are about hypothesis testing and generalization to the wider population that the study's sampled participants represent. The last statistical step is checking whether the statistical analyses fulfill the assumptions of that particular statistical test and model to avoid violation and misleading results. These assumptions include evaluating normality, variance homogeneity, and residuals included in the final statistical model. Other statistical values such as Akaike information criterion, variance inflation factor/tolerance, and R2 are also considered when choosing the best-fitted models. Transforming raw data could be done, or a higher level of statistical analyses can be used (e.g., generalized linear models and mixed-effect modeling). Successful statistical analysis allows conclusions of the study to fit the data.
Bayesian and Frequentist statistical frameworks: Most of the current clinical research reporting is based on the frequentist approach and hypotheses testing p values and confidence intervals. The frequentist approach assumes the acquired data are random, attained by random sampling, through randomized experiments or influences, and with random errors. The distribution of the data (its point estimate and confident interval) infers a true parameter in the real population. The major conceptual difference between Bayesian statistics and frequentist statistics is that in Bayesian statistics, the parameter (i.e., the studied variable in the population) is random and the data acquired is real (true or fix). Therefore, the Bayesian approach provides a probability interval for the parameter. The studied parameter is random because it could vary and be affected by prior beliefs, experience or evidence of plausibility. In the Bayesian statistical approach, this prior belief or available knowledge is quantified into a probability distribution and incorporated into the acquired data to get the results (i.e., the posterior distribution). This uses mathematical theory of Bayes' Theorem to "turn around" conditional probabilities.
Reporting
The goal of research reporting is to present findings succinctly and timely via conference proceedings or journal publication. Concise and explicit language use, with all the necessary details to enable replication and judgment of the study applicability, are the guiding principles in clinical studies reporting.
Writing for Reporting
Medical writing is very much a technical chore that accommodates little artistic expression.
Research reporting in medicine and health sciences emphasize clear and standardized reporting, eschewing adjectives and adverbs extensively used in popular literature. Regularly reviewing published journal articles can familiarize authors with proper reporting styles and help enhance writing skills. Authors should familiarize themselves with standard, concise, and appropriate rhetoric for the intended audience, which includes consideration for journal reviewers, editors, and referees. However, proper language can be somewhat subjective. While each publication may have varying requirements for submission, the technical requirements for formatting an article are usually available via author or submission guidelines provided by the target journal.
Research reports for publication often contain a title, abstract, introduction, methods, results, discussion, and conclusions section, and authors may want to write each section in sequence. However, best practices indicate the abstract and title should be written last. Authors may find that when writing one section of the report, ideas come to mind that pertains to other sections, so careful note taking is encouraged. One effective approach is to organize and write the result section first, followed by the discussion and conclusions sections. Once these are drafted, write the introduction, abstract, and the title of the report. Regardless of the sequence of writing, the author should begin with a clear and relevant research question to guide the statistical analyses, result interpretation, and discussion. The study findings can be a motivator to propel the author through the writing process, and the conclusions can help the author draft a focused introduction.
Writing for Publication
Specific recommendations on effective medical writing and 
No. Reporting Guidelines and Checklists
CONSORT -CONsolidated Standards Of Reporting Trials
A 25-item checklist for reporting of randomized controlled trials. There are appropriate extensions to the CONSORT statement due to variations in the standard trial methodology such as different design aspects (e.g., cluster, pragmatic, non-inferiority and equivalence trials), interventions (e.g., herbals) and data (e.g., harms, including the extension for writing abstracts)
SPIRIT -Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials 
Authorship
Decisions of authorship are both sensitive and important and should be made at an early stage by the study's stakeholders. Guidelines and journals' instructions to authors abound with authorship qualifications. The guideline on authorship by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors is widely known and provides a standard used by many medical and clinical journals [39] . Generally, authors are those who have made major contributions to the design, conduct, and analysis of the study, and who provided critical readings of the manuscript (if not involved directly in manuscript writing).
Picking a target journal for submission
Once a report has been written and revised, the authors should select a relevant target journal for submission. Authors should avoid predatory journals-publications that do not aim to advance science and disseminate quality research. These journals focus on commercial gain in medical and clinical publishing. Two good resources for authors during journal selection are Think-Check-Submit and the defunct Beall's List of Predatory Publishers and Journals (now archived and maintained by an anonymous third-party) [40, 41] . Alternatively, reputable journal indexes such as Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports, SCOPUS, MedLine, PubMed, EMBASE, EBSCO Publishing's Electronic Databases are available areas to start the search for an appropriate target journal. Authors should review the journals' names, aims/scope, and recently published articles to determine the kind of research each journal accepts for publication. Open-access journals almost always charge article publication fees, while subscription-based journals tend to publish without author fees and instead rely on subscription or access fees for the full text of published articles.
Conclusions
Conducting a valid clinical research requires consideration of theoretical study design, data collection design, and statistical analysis design. Proper study design implementation and quality control during data collection ensures high-quality data analysis and can mitigate bias and confounders during statistical analysis and data interpretation. Clear, effective study reporting facilitates dissemination, appreciation, and adoption, and allows the researchers to affect real-world change in clinical practices and care models. Neutral or absence of findings in a clinical study are as important as positive or negative findings. Valid studies, even when they report an absence of expected results, still inform scientific communities of the nature of a certain treatment or intervention, and this contributes to future research, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses. Reporting a study adequately and comprehensively is important for accuracy, transparency, and reproducibility of the scientific work as well as informing readers.
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